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The first year of formative operations will burn cash until revenue can commence. Avoiding growth for
growth's sake, and instead looking for solid niche-enlargement opportunities that will allow incremental, but
always profitable, expansion. Maintaining flexibility that enables the airline to always respond and adapt to
changing market conditions and opportunities, without being erratic, and employing equipment, scheduling,
and staffing on a basis that is sufficient to get the job done properly, efficiently, and at a high rate of return,
without "overkill" or fielding costly excess capacity or, conversely, unduly cancelling scheduled flight
operations. However, these lower costs can also be attributed to the less complex aircraft fleets and route
networks with which these new carriers began operations, in addition to their reduced labor costs. The Puddle
Jumpers plan has the potential for a more rapid ramp-up than was the case with Private Jet due to the nature of
the routes and the demand for travel currently in the targeted markets served. The management of Puddle
Jumpers is experienced in airline start-ups. Abdullah Al Zubair: Majoring in both Accounting and Finance and
Marketing, he is the most experienced member of our team. As supply increases, this sort of differentiation by
brand is an important criteria for the future success of low-cost carriers, since many experts believe price
competition alone is not enough, given the number of carriers. Moreover, it will be able to offer greater
frequency than competitors operating larger aircraft. Online check-in is becoming common, again in the
interest of avoiding personnel costs. Some airlines resort to very innovative practices. It is being organized to
take advantage of a specific gap in the short-haul domestic travel market. Identification, through careful
market research, of unserved or under-served routes and city pairs in the target market area with sufficient
passenger demand to enable high load factors and profitable operations utilizing the category of aircraft
envisaged. Key Success Factors SkyTrails believes that the following factors will be key to the company's
success: Management and Culture SkyTrails has hired experienced airline professionals in order to ensure the
operations are well managed. Like other carriers, even if the advertised price may be very low, it often does
not include charges and taxes. For example, some try to differentiate themselves with allocated seating, while
others operate more than one aircraft type, still others have relatively high operating costs but lower fares. By
utilizing the latest aviation, electronic, and informational technologies, and by designing effective and efficient
systems and building in quality control from the outset, we aim to ensure the highest level of service,
operations, and safety, all based around the needs, wants, comfort, and convenience of the passenger and the
cargo client. Among these varieties of low-cost and discount operators were noteworthy starts-ups that
managed to get off the ground by using the larger aircraft services of established charter airlines. The
company's long term plan is part of the due diligence package. Stansted is the fastest growing airport in
Europe with 9. Ensuring a low cost, friendly, cooperative, enjoyable, yet highly professional face to the
customer.


